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in BiFeO3/La1-xSrxMnO3 superlattices
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The emergence of magnetism unique to the interface between the multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) and ferro-
magnetic La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) offers an opportunity to control magnetism in nanoscale heterostructures
with electric fields. In this paper, we investigate the influence of chemical composition and crystallographic
orientation on the interfacial magnetism of BFO/LSMO superlattices. Our results reveal that the induced net
magnetic moment in the BFO layers increases monotonically with increasing saturation magnetization of the
LSMO layers. For the (100)-BFO/LSMO (x = 0.2) superlattice, the induced moment reaches a record high value
of ∼2.8 μB/Fe. No interfacial magnetization is observed at the (100)-BFO/LSMO interface when LSMO is an
antiferromagnet. In contrast to (100)-oriented superlattices, no induced moment is observed in (111)-BFO layers.
Our results suggest the interfacial structural reconstruction may not be a sufficient condition for the enhanced
net moment in BFO layer. Instead, spin canting induced by interfacial exchange coupling is proposed in the
(100)- but not in the (111)-BFO, leading to the large net magnetization at the (100)-oriented interface. This work
further demonstrates the importance of exchange coupling across heterointerfaces for spin canting in nominally
antiferromagnets, providing a pathway to control the magnetic properties of artificial oxide heterostructures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tailoring the magnetic ground states by artificial de-
sign of oxide heterointerfaces enables opportunities to de-
velop high-performance spintronic devices [1–5]. For exam-
ple, interfaces between two nonferromagnetic oxides, like
LaNiO3/CaMnO3 [6], and CaRuO3/CaMnO3 [7] exhibit un-
expected ferromagnetism. Also ferromagnetic ordering is in-
duced in YBa2Cu3O7 by interfacing with La0.67Ca0.33MnO3

[8]. Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain inter-
facial magnetism in oxide heterostructures, including charge
transfer [9], orbital ordering [10,11], octahedral distortion
[12], and atomic reconstruction [13,14]. Recently, observation
of a large net moment (∼1.8 μB/Fe) in multiferroic BiFeO3

(BFO) interfacial layers was reported when BFO was in
proximity to a ferromagnetic La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 layer [15,16].
The coexistence of ferroelectric and large magnetization in
the BFO layer offers the possibility to control magnetism and
ferroelectricity simultaneously in a heterostructure [17,18].
This achievement provides a step towards possible applica-
tions in electric-field controlled spintronic devices with low
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energy cost. An outstanding question is how prevalent is the
observation of induced magnetization in BFO?

In this paper, we examined the influence of chemical
composition in La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) on the interfacial
properties of (100)-oriented BFO/LSMO superlattices (SLs),
where x is the Sr doping level. The temperature and field-
dependent magnetization of (100)-oriented BFO/LSMO SLs
was systematically investigated. We then studied the influ-
ence of crystallographic orientation on BFO/LSMO SLs by
comparing the (100)- and (111)- oriented SLs. The magnetic
response of each layer to the magnetic field and temperature
was measured with magnetometry and polarized neutron re-
flectometry (PNR).

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERIZATIONS ON BFO/LSMO SLs

The BFO/LSMO SLs and LSMO single layers were fabri-
cated on SrTiO3 (STO) substrates by pulsed laser deposition.
Details of the growth condition can be found in our previous
work [16]. Both STO (100)- and (111)-oriented substrates
were chemically etched with buffered HF and then annealed
under flowing oxygen to ensure the atomically flat step-and-
terrace surfaces [19,20]. The Sr doping level (x) in LSMO
layers was varied from 1/8 to 0.6, to compare the LSMO
layers being from a ferromagnet (FM) to an antiferromagnet
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FIG. 1. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and x-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements on the BFO/LSMO superlattices
(SLs). (a) Low-magnification STEM- high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image of a (100)-SL (x = 0.3), in which the BFO layer thickness
is 5 u.c., LSMO layer thickness is 20 u.c., and BFO/LSMO bilayer repeats ten times. The brightness of a layer is proportional to the atomic
number Z of the elements. (b) Atomic-resolution STEM-HAADF image of the same sample in the region, marked with yellow rectangle in
(a). Schematic of the (100)-BFO/LSMO(x) SLs is shown on the right hand of STEM-HAADF image, where x is the Sr doping level. (c) XRR
curves of (100)-SLs with various x. Open circles are the experimental data and the solid lines are the best fits to the XRR data. Using GenX,
the chemical depth profiles of (100)-SLs can be determined accurately (not shown). The total thickness of all (100)-SLs is ∼100 nm. XRR
results are in agreement with STEM measurements.

(AFM) at the same temperature [21]. The thickness of LSMO
single layer sample was 20 unit cells (u.c.). For the (100)-
SLs, the thicknesses of LSMO and BFO layers were 20 and
5 u.c., respectively, and the bilayer was stacked ten times
for making superlattices. We performed scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) measurements to check the
local structural crystallinity and interface quality. Figure 1(a)
shows a low-magnification STEM high-angle annular dark-
field (HAADF) image of a representative (100)-SL (x = 0.3).
An atomic-resolution STEM-HAADF image of a selected
region [marked as a yellow rectangle in Fig. 1(a) is shown
in Fig. 1(b). STEM indicates all layers are uniform, continu-
ous, epitaxial with chemically sharp and coherent interfaces.
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements were performed on all
samples to determine layer thicknesses. As shown in Fig. 1(c),
the (100)-SLs (x � 0.3) show the clear thickness fringes and
superlattice peaks, indicating well-defined interfaces between
the BFO and LSMO layers. The solid lines in Fig. 1(c)
describe the best fits to the XRR data (open circles) obtained
from GenX [22]. The analysis indicates the chemical com-
position within each BFO or LSMO layer was uniform. The
thickness of LSMO and BFO layers are 7.8(5) and 1.9(4) nm,
respectively, and the total thickness for SLs is ∼ 100 nm.
Figure 2(a) shows the x-ray diffraction (XRD) θ–2θ scans
of all (100)-SLs. The (100)-SLs (x � 0.3) exhibit narrow
superlattice peaks with up to eight orders of Kiessig fringes,
confirming the epitaxial growth of high-quality superlattices.
With increasing x, the central Bragg peaks from the SLs shift
to large 2θ angles, indicating the averaged out-of-plane lattice
parameter of BFO/LSMO bilayer decreases. We attribute the

reduction of averaged lattice constants of SLs to the decrease
of lattice constant of the LSMO with increasing x [23]. Recip-
rocal space maps (RSMs) of all SLs indicate that all layers are
coherently strained in the plane to STO substrates [Fig. 2(b)].
For the SLs (x � 0.2), the density difference between BFO
and LSMO becomes small, thus the x-ray scattering length
density (SLD) contrast across the BFO/LSMO interface is
insufficient to distinguish between two layers.

III. ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS ON
BFO/LSMO SLs

We measured the electrical transport properties of all sam-
ples using the van der Pauw method [24]. BFO is a ferroelec-
tric insulator [25–27], thus the electrical conduction of (100)-
SLs occurs through the conducting LSMO layers. Comparing
the resistivities of LSMO single layers and (100)-SLs allows
us to understand the influence of ferroelectric polarization on
the mobile charge density of the LSMO layers. As shown in
Figs. 3(a) to 3(e), the LSMO single layers transition from
insulating to metallic phases at low temperatures with in-
creasing x. For x � 0.2, the LSMO single layers undergo
an insulator-to-metal transition as temperature decreases. The
room-temperature resistivity of LSMO single layers reduces
gradually with the increase of hole concentration (x). The
resistivities of (100)-SLs are larger than those of the LSMO
single layer with the same x. For the (100)-SL (x = 0.2), the
resistivity increases by five orders of magnitude compared to
that of the LSMO (x = 0.2) single layer. In this case, the
buried ultrathin LSMO (x = 0.2) layer is a ferromagnetic
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FIG. 2. Structural characterization of the BFO/LSMO SLs. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) θ–2θ scans of (100)-SLs with various x. For the
(100)-SLs (x � 0.3), the superlattice peaks up to eight orders of Kiessig fringes were observed, indicating the epitaxial growth of high-quality
superlattice. For the (100)-SLs (x < 0.3), the superlattice peak was not obvious due to the low density contrast between the BFO and LSMO.
(b)–(f). Reciprocal space maps (RSMs) of (100)-SLs around the substrate’s 114 reflections, indicating all superlattices are coherently grown
on STO substrates.

insulator (FMI) at low temperatures in proximity to the BFO
layers. Increased resistivity of (100)-SLs can be attributed to
the depletion of holes in the LSMO layers due to the intrinsic
ferroelectric remnant polarization of the BFO layers. Since
the LSMO (x = 0.2) sits on the phase boundary between
an insulator and a metal [21,23], a small perturbation of
hole concentration might lead to a significant change in the
conductivity as well as to the insulator-to-metal transition
temperature.

The magnetic properties of all samples were characterized
by a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID).
The magnetization was normalized to the total thickness of
the LSMO single layers and SLs, respectively. Figures 3(f) to
3(j) and 4(a) to 4(e) show the M(T) curves and low-field M(H)
loops of LSMO single layers and (100)-SLs with different x,
respectively. For LSMO single layers, the Curie temperature
(TC) of LSMO increases from 205 to 330 K as x increases
from 1/8 to 0.3, then TC decreases to 267 K when x = 0.5.
The saturation magnetization (MS) of LSMO single layer
reaches the maximum value when x = 0.2. Further increase or
decrease of x in LSMO layers reduces MS. No magnetization
was detected for LSMO (x = 0.6) single layer due to the AFM

nature. The Sr doping dependence of TC and MS in LSMO
single layers is consistent with bulk LSMO [21,23].

For the (100)-SLs, TC reduces significantly compared to
TC of LSMO single layers with the same x, whereas TC of
(100)-SL (x = 0.5) is nearly the same as the LSMO (x = 0.5)
single layer. We also find the coercive fields (HC) of the SLs
[except for SL (x = 0.6)] strongly increase compared to the
LSMO single layers. The increase of HC in (100)-SLs implies
interfacial coupling between the BFO and LSMO [11,28]
Previously our work showed that the spin alignment between
Fe and Mn is antiparallel. The magnetization from BFO
layers partially cancels the magnetization from LSMO layers,
resulting in a reduction of the measured magnetization from
the BFO/LSMO superlattices [16]. If we apply the same rule
for all SLs in the present work, i.e., the net moment of 5-
u.c.-thick BFO layer cancels a portion of the net moment of
20-u.c.-thick LSMO layer, then we can estimate the induced
magnetization in BFO layer for all (100)-SLs. Table I and
Figure 4(f) show the induced magnetization in the BFO lay-
ers as a function of the saturation magnetization of LSMO
layers. The induced BFO magnetization is antiparallel to
the magnetization of LSMO, as illustrated by different signs
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FIG. 3. Transport properties of BFO/LSMO SLs and LSMO single layers. (a)–(e) R(T) curves and (f)–(j). M(T) curves of all (100)-SLs
with various x. R(T) and M(T) curves of LSMO single layers and (100)-SLs with the same x are shown in the same plot for comparison.
R(T) measurements were conducted under zero magnetic field during sample warming. M(T) measurements were performed under an in-plane
magnetic field of 1 kOe. Inset of (j) shows the zoom-in illustration of M(T) curves of a SL (x = 0.6) and a BFO single layer. The small
magnetization from a SL (x = 0.6) is comparable to that of a BFO single layer at low temperatures, suggesting the magnetic response in SL
(x = 0.6) comes from the BFO layers.

of the magnetization. The absolute moment of the induced
magnetization in BFO layers is correlated with the satura-
tion magnetization of LSMO. The magnitude of BFO mo-
ment within the SL (x = 0.2) reaches the highest value of
∼420 kA/m(∼2.8 μB/Fe) at 10 K. This value is significantly

larger than the previously reported BFO moment in (100)-SL
(x = 0.3) [15,16] and is the largest value reported to date. On
the contrary, the magnetization in BFO layer is close to zero
for the SL (x = 0.6), indicating no induced magnetization in
BFO when the LSMO is an antiferromagnet.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

FIG. 4. Magnetic hysteresis loops of BFO/LSMO SLs and LSMO single layers. (a)–(e) M(H) loops of LSMO single layers and SLs with
the same x are shown in the same plot for comparison. M(H) loops were measured at 10 K after field cooling in 1 kOe. The magnetic field
was applied along the in-plane direction. (f) The induced magnetization in BFO layers as a function of the saturation magnetization of LSMO
layers. The magnetization of BFO layer is antiparallel to that of the LSMO layer due to the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling.
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TABLE I. A summary of measured magnetization from the
(100)-SLs and (100)-LSMO single layers with various x. The mag-
netization of (100)-BFO is calculated by considering the layer thick-
nesses, as follows MBFO = 4 × MLSMO − 5 × MSL. Different sign
between MBFO and MLSMO indicates the spin alignments between the
BFO and LSMO layers are opposite.

MSL (kA/m) MLSMO (kA/m) MBFO (kA/m)

(100)-SLs (1/8) 365 496 −159
(100)-SLs (0.2) 370 570 −430
(100)-SLs (0.3) 385 550 −275
(100)-SLs (0.5) 85 116.5 −41
(100)-SLs (0.6) 4.1 0 −21

IV. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION EFFECT ON
THE INTERFACIAL MAGNETIZATION OF BFO/LSMO SLs

Next, we report on the influence of crystallographic ori-
entation on the interfacial magnetization by comparing the
magnetic response from the (100)- and (111)-oriented SLs and
(111)-LSMO (x = 0.3) single layer (Fig. 5). In contrast to the
(100)-SL, the (111)-SL and (111)-LSMO single layer exhibit
nearly identical TC and MS. HC of (111)-SL is only ∼10 Oe
larger than HC of the (111)-LSMO single layer, in sharp
contrast to the dramatic increase of HC (∼200 Oe) in (100)-
SL. This result suggests the interfacial coupling between the
BFO and LSMO across the (111) interface is extremely small.

Further, no sizable net magnetization is induced in the (111)-
BFO layers along the in-plane direction.

To confirm the negligible moment in the (111)-BFO lay-
ers, we performed PNR experiments on the (111)-SL to
quantitatively determine the depth profile of magnetization
across the (111)-interfaces at different temperatures [29].
The sample was field-cooled and measured with an in-plane
magnetic field of 1 T. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the specular
reflectivities of the (111)-SL as a function of wave factor
transfer q[=4πsin(αi )/λ] at 10 and 300 K, respectively,
where λ is the wavelength of neutrons and αi is the incident
angle with respect to the sample surface. R+ and R− represent
the reflectivities from polarized neutron beam, where “+” and
“−” indicate the polarization of neutron beam is parallel or an-
tiparallel to the applied magnetic field, respectively. PNR and
XRR data were fitted using GenX [22]. Solid lines are the best
fits to the PNR data (open circles) using a structural model
derived from the XRR fitting. To illustrate the confidence of
our data fitting, we have calculated the spin asymmetries SA
[=(R+ − R−)/(R+ + R−)] from the experimental data and
fits, as shown in insets of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The nuclear SLD
profile of a (111)-SL indicates the BFO has a higher atomic
density than that of LSMO [Fig. 6(c)]. We also obtained the
magnetic SLD profile, from which we obtain the net magneti-
zation distribution in the sample plane across the interfaces
of the (111)-SL. MLSMO is 537(8) kA/m[3.58(5)μB/Mn]
at 10 K and decreases to 277(5) kA/m[1.85(4)μB/Mn] at
300 K. TC of LSMO in (111)-SL is around 350 K, which is

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

FIG. 5. Magnetic properties of BFO/LSMO SLs with different crystallographic orientations. (a) M(T) curves and (b). M(H) loops of a
(111)-LSMO single layer, a (111)-SL, and a (100)-SL, respectively. M(T) curves were measured after field cooling in 1 kOe. M(H) loops were
recorded at 10 K with applied in-plane magnetic field. (c) Schematic of G-type AFM spin ordering in bulk BFO. (d), (e) Schematic of spin
alignments across the (100)- and (111)-oriented BFO/LSMO interfaces, respectively. The spins from Fe and Mn ions are AFM coupled across
the interfaces. In (111)-SL, the spins of Fe ions cant along the field direction due to the Dyzaloshinskii–Moriya Interaction (DMI), producing
a small net moment. This behavior is the same with the bulk BFO.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIG. 6. Polarized Neutron Reflectometry (PNR) measurements on a (111)-oriented BFO/LSMO SL. Measured (open symbols) and fitted
(solid lines) reflectivity curves for spin-up (R+) and spin-down (R−) polarized neutrons are shown as a function of wave vector q. (a), (b) show
the PNR results measured at 10 and 300 K, respectively. PNR measurements were performed after field cooling in 1 T. The insets of (a), (b)
show the spin asymmetries (SA) of corresponding PNR data and fits. (c), (d) Depth profiles of neutron nuclear and magnetic scattering length
densities (SLD), respectively. (e) PNR-derived magnetization of BFO (blue open squares) and LSMO (blue solid squares) layers as a function
of temperature. The saturation magnetization of the same (111)-SL measured from SQUID (red stars) is shown for comparison.

comparable to TC of a (111)-LSMO single layer. In contrast
to the (100)-SL case [16], MBFO in the (111)-SL is very small
with +40(15) kA/m[0.25(10)μB/Fe] at 10 K, and slightly
drops to +24(15)kA/m[0.15(10)μB/Fe] at 300 K. MBFO is
parallel to the LSMO magnetization, i. e., the MBFO and
MLSMO have the same sign. The PNR results show the induced
moment in the BFO layer within (111)-SLs is indeed negligi-
bly small compared to that within (100)-SLs.

The origin of large uncompensated net moment in BFO
layers with (100) orientation when in proximity to a ferro-
magnetic LSMO is still debated. Previously, using STEM
and XAS, we concluded that charge transfer and chemical
intermixing do not contribute to the induced magnetization
in BFO layers [16]. Direct observation of the (100)-oriented
BFO/LSMO interface by STEM indicate the interfacial BFO
layers exhibit structural distortion with a suppression of octa-
hedral rotation at the interface at room temperature [30,31].
Such a result suggests that the induced magnetization in the
BFO layers might be a result of the structural reconstruction
at the interfaces. However, the bulk lattice structure of LSMO
preserves the rhombohedral phase independent of x [32].
Thus, the possible structural distortion in the interfacial BFO
layers in proximity to LSMO(x) will persist for all (100)-SLs.
Yet, if true, the consistency of interface structure distortion
with x cannot explain the dependence of MBFO with different
x as well as different magnetization transition temperatures.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We suggest an alternate mechanism to explain the chem-
ical composition and crystallographic dependence of MBFO.
Canting of Fe spins in the (100)-BFO is due to the interfacial
exchange coupling with Mn spins in (100)-LSMO. Bulk BFO
has a G-type AFM order with the Fe spins ferromagnetically
coupled within the pseudocubic (111) planes but AFM cou-
pled between adjacent planes [Fig. 5(c)] [27]. In the (100)-
SLs, the exchange coupling at the BFO and LSMO interfaces
will cause Fe spins to tilt away from the diagonal towards

the direction parallel to the Mn spins, i. e. the BFO/LSMO
interface, by applying an in-plane magnetic field [11]. The
spin canting in BFO produces the in-plane net magnetization
at the interface [Fig. 5(d)]. The interfacial magnetic coupling
is determined by JFe-Mn[�SFe · �SMn] [33,34], where JFe-Mn is
the exchange coupling constant between Fe and Mn spins,
�SFe and �SMn are the interface spin vectors for the Fe and
Mn ions, respectively. JFe-Mn and �SMn depend on the hole
concentration (valence state of Mn ions) in LSMO [34]. Since
the effective magnetic field acting to cant the interfacial Fe
spins is proportional to JFe-Mn〈�SMn〉 [34], we would expect
the stronger saturation magnetization in the LSMO layers, the
higher strength of exchange coupling and the larger magni-
tude of the canting angle between the neighboring spins in
BFO, leading to the larger in-plane magnetization in BFO
layers. On the other hand, in the (111)-SLs, the spin mo-
ments in BFO align parallel in each {111} plane and the
spins in the adjacent planes keep AFM alignment in the
plane [Fig. 5(e)]. With applied magnetic field, the Fe spins
will cant within the plane due to the Dyzaloshinskii–Moriya
interaction (DMI), not towards the interface, thus a small net
moment in the (111)-BFO layer is produced along the field
direction. This situation is the same as the bulk BFO [27].
The magnetic moment in BFO is parallel to the applied field,
i.e., along the Mn spin direction. Canting induced by interfa-
cial exchange coupling consistently explains the influence of
the saturation magnetization of LSMO and crystallographic
orientation on the net magnetization of BFO layers in the
BFO/LSMO SLs.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we investigate the influence of chemical
composition and crystallographic orientation on the interfacial
magnetization of BFO/LSMO(x) SLs. We found that, in the
(100)-SLs, the magnitude of the induced net magnetic mo-
ment in BFO layer increases monotonically with increasing
saturation magnetization of LSMO, which depends upon x.
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The net magnetization in BFO layers is negligibly small in
the (111)-SLs. The canting of Fe spins in BFO induced by
the interfacial exchange coupling between Fe and Mn spins
explain all our observations. In the (100)-orientation, a large
spin canting towards the interface can be derived from a large
saturation moment of LSMO, resulting in an induced large
net magnetization in BFO layers; whereas the spins from the
adjacent {111} planes in BFO only cant within the plane
due to the DMI, thus the negligible net magnetization in
(111)-BFO layer is observed. This work demonstrates the im-
portance of spin canting at the oxide interfaces for promoting
the exotic magnetic states and suggests a pathway to enhance
the net magnetization in nominally AFM materials through
modulation of electron correlations. Discovery of large net
magnetization with controllable magnitude in the multiferroic
BFO may allow the electric field control of magnetism and
enable the energy-efficient spintronic devices.
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